
Mental math and letter math

Let's start with a problem which you can do in your head:

. Tlree books ofthe same price and a pen for five rupees

were bought for thirfy five rupees. What is the price of
one book?

We can quickly see that the price ofthe three books is thirty
rupees and so the price ofeach is ten rupees, right?

Look at this problem:

. Four chairs ofthe same price and a table for 3150

rupees were bought for 4950 rupees. What is the price

ofa chair?

Here also we can mentally work out the steps; but for the

actual computation we need pen and paper, right?

Price offour chairs = 4950-3150 = Rs. 1800

Price ofone chair = Rs.450

Now another problem

. The perimeter ofarectangle is 20 centimetres; and its

length is 2 centimetres more than the breadth. What is

the lenglh ofeach side?

Here, it is more convenient to use algebra (You can also try

otherwise). Ifwe denote the breadth olthe rectangle by;r,

then using the given facts. we get

2x+2= 10

and liom this we find

x=4
Thus the breadth is 4 centimetres and the length is 6 centimetres..

Unknown number

A number - we are not told what it is; but
we are given the result of doing some

specified operations on it. Usingthis, we
have to find the original number. We have

seen some such situations and methods
oftackling them in Class 8.

Sometimes, we can quickly find the
unknown number just by doing some

mental arithmetic; when large numbers
are involved, sometimes we may have to
write down the computations. Ifthe facts
given are a bit involved, then we have to
resort to algebra.
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Two numbers

We have also seen situations where we

have to compute two numbers, using some

given facts. For example, suppose we are

told that the price of a pencil and a pen

together is four rupees. We don't kno

the price of each; and using only
we are given, we cannot find them either.

But if we are also told that the pnce o

the pen is one rupee more than the price

of the pencil. then \ e can find the price

of each. (Try it !)

Thus to find two unknown numbers.
must know two relations between them.

Dad! I spent hundred and
eighteen rupees for this

pencil and my dinner. Here's
the change.

. Lr a box, there are black and white beads. The number
ofblack beads is eight more than the number of white

beads; and the total number ofbeads is four times the

number of white beads. How many black and how
many white beads are there in the box?

Here we have to use algebra. If we denote the number of
white beads as x, then using all the given facts, we can form
the equation

n+(x+8)=4];
(Do it!). Fromthis we can find

and then

2x=8

x=4
Thrs the number ofwhite beads is 4 and the number ofblack
beads is 12.

Now try the problems below on your own. First see ifyou
can do it in your head; you can also jot down some

computations. Ifnecessary, use algebra also.

. When five pens were bought together, the total price

was reduced by three rupees and only seventeen rupees

had to be paid. Had they been bought one by one,

how much would have been the price ofeach pen?

. Four added to halfofa number gives hundred. What is

the number?

. Two persons divided hundred rupees between them

and one got ten rupees more than the other How much

did each get?

. A hundred rupee note was changed to ten rupee notes

and twenty rupee notes, eight notes in all. How many
tens and how many twenties?

. Raji's age is three times that ofher brother Rajan. After
two years, Raji's age would be two times that of Raj an.

How old are they now?
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Algebraic description

You would have rxed algebra in at least some ofthe problems

in the above list. How? Write the given facts using algebra to
form an equation; then find the number for which this equation

is true, right?

Suppose we are told this:

The perimeter ofarectangle is 20 centimetres.

Using this fact alone, can we find the length and breadth?

There are many such rectangles. (Can you give some

examples?1

But since the perimeter is 20 centimetres, there is a definite
relation between the length and breadth. What is it?

How do we state this relation in algebraic form?

If we denote the length by x and the breadth byy, then

2(x + Y) =26

and simplifting this, we get

r+/= 10

From this, we cannot find the length and breadth; but we can

say something about them. Such as for example, length and

breadth are less than 10 centimetres; if the length is I
centimetres, then the breadth is 2 centimetres; if it is a square

then each side is 5 centimetres and so on.

Now suppose we know one more fact about the length and

breadth:

Length is 1 centimete more than breadth.

This also we can write in algebra, using our earlier notation:

a_y+ l

Now can we find length and breadth? For that we must find
the numbers x and 1 such that both the equations

n +y = 10

y=y+1

Pohs of

Together or one by one

A 6 metre long string is cut into two pieces

in which one piece is 1 metre. longer than

the other. What is the length of each
piece?

What are the different ways of doing this?
Ifthe length ofthe shorterpiece is denoted

as x, then from the second fact given, the
length ofthe longer piece must be x + 1 .

Next, we use the first fact given, to fonn
the equation 2x+ I =6.

Or, using the first fact, we can write
the lengths ofthe pieces as;r and 6 r.
Then, assuming the second piece to
be longer, we can use the second fact to
get 6 -x :x + l. Simplifuing, we get
2x+1=6.

There is a third way. Without much
thought, we can denote the lengths ofthe
pieces by x and y. Then using the gir.en

facts one by one, we can form the
equations

-t+]l-6
-'='t+ I

Then in the first equation, we can write
r + I in the place ofy to get the same

equation, 2x + 7 = 6 as before.

are true.



Another way

The perimeter of a rectangle is 20

centimetres and its length is 1 centimetre

more than the breadth.

Writing these facts as algebraic
equations, we get

l+l= 10

_1 _.y+ I

From the second equation, we find

x- Y=1

Now whatever be the numbers x and

y, we can easily see that

(.;r + y) + (.r y) - 2x

So, from our pair ofequations, we get

2x: (x + y)+ (x- .y) : 10 + I : 11

ffom which we get.

r = 5.5

Sirnilarly, using the fact that for any two

numbers x and y,

2y -(x+ y) - (.r - ,r)

we get from our equations,

2y-10-l-9
and from this, we can fird

Y=45

By the second equation, the numbers x and y + 1 are the
same; and by the fust equation, the sum ofthe numbers x and

y is 10. So, the sum ofthe numbers l, + 1 andy is 10.

That is,

From this, we get

(i,+ 1) +y = 19

2y+1=10

and so

l0,l
2 =+)

Thus the breadth is 4.5 centimetres.

What aboutthe length?

Since x +y = 10 , we find

:r = 10 y:10 - 4.5 = 5.5

So, the length is 5.5 centimetres

Let's look at another example:

A 50 centimetre long rod is to be cut into two pieces,

one of which is to be bent to form a square and the

other is to be bent to form an equilateral hiangle.

Though we cannot find the lengths ofthe pieces, there is a

relation between them. What is it?

How do you write this in algebra?

Ifthe lenglhs ofthe pieces are denoted byx andy, then

x+Y:50
Now ifthe piece oflength:r is bent to form a square and the

piece oflenglhy is bent to form an equilateral triangle, what

more can we say?

The perimeter of the square is ;r and the perimeter of the
equilateral triangle isy. So,

length ofa side ofthe square

length ofa side ofthe equilateral triangle

,:r,cm

v
Jcm
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The lenglhs ofthe pieces cut can be different; the lengths of
the sides ofthe square and equilateral triangle also changes

accordingly. Lr other words, the numbers.;r andy can vary;

but the conditionr +/ = 50 must hold. Once we have decided

what these numbers are to be, the length ofthe side ofthe
square would be a fourth ofthe number r and the length of
the side ofthe equilateral triangle would be a third of the

numbery. Suppose we impose another condition:

The length ofa side ofthe equilateral triangle and the

length ofa side ofthe square must be in the ratio 2 : 1.

This can also be translated to algebra. The conditign is that

the length ofa side ofthe equilateral triangle must be twice the

length ofa side ofthe square, right? That is,

This can be simplified to

Thus we have two equations :

x+Y=50

Now we must find those x and y, for which both these

equations are true.

From the second equation, we get

So, using instead ofy in the first equation, we get

That is,

From this, we get

Poirs of

Changing sums

Joseph thought he uas asked to buy 7

two-hundred page notebooks and 5

hundred-page notebooks, And he had

computed the cost as 107 rupees. But
actually, he was asked to get 5 two-
hundred page notebooks and 7 hundred-
page notebooks. and its cost was 97
rupees. What is the price ofeach kind of
notebook?

Denoting the price ofa two-hundred page

notebook by;r and denoting the price ofa
hundred-page notebook by1, we get the
equations

1x+5Y-107

5x+7Y-97

What are the sum and difference ofthe
algebraic expressions, 7x + 5y and
5x + 7y?

(7.r+ 5_t)+ (5r+ 7y) = l2x+ 12y

(7x + 5,v) - (5x + 7.y) =2x 2y

Since in our problem, 7,x + 5l = 107 and

5x + 7y = 97, we get

12;t + 121, = l0'7 + 9'7 =204

2x-2,v=107 97 =10

From these, we find

t+l'- 17 alld

,r -]' = 5

Now we can easily find x and y (Try!)

I-r, {
)+

I_x
3-2

y-x
3-2

3xv=t
1Xt

x++:s0

T =',
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Different facts

u bought a pencil and a pen for 7
rupees and Raju bought 4 pencils and 4

pens for 28 rupees. Usingthese facts, they
ied to compute the price of each.

Denoting the price of a pencil by r, they
used the first fact to get the price of a

pen as 7 .x.

Then they used the second fact to get

4x+4(7 -x)-28
What did they get on simplifring this?

28 =281

Here, had they denoted the price of a

pencil by x and the price of a pen by y,
they would have got the pair ofequations

x+Y-'7
4x+4Y-28

Ifthe second equation is written

4(,r +y) =23

and simplified, we get

x+y-'1
which is the first equation itself.

Thus in this problem, only one relation
between the price ofa pencil and that of
a pen is actually given, though it is stated

in two differentways. And using onlythis
single bit ofinformation, we cannot find

prices separately.

x=20
Now from the hrst equation, we find

Y-50-;r=30
Thus the rod should be cut into pieces oflength 20 centimetres

and 30 centimetres; the first is to be made into a square and

the second is to be made into an equilateral triangle.

Now let's look at a problem where two facts are given

together:

If2 is added to the denominator ofa fraction and the

fraction issimplified. weger j . tf. insteaa. I isadded

to the nurnerator and simplified, we get I . Wirut Ir th.

fraction?

Denoting the numemtor by r and the denominator by y, the

_i{
tractlon ls y.

How do we write the first piece of information?

l;l
v-2 - 4

It is more conr enienr to r.l,rite this as

Qy=y+2

(See the section Equal fractions, ofthe lesson Rational

Numbers)

Similarly, how do we write the second fact given?

and this can be written

5x+5_2y

Now what? We must find numbers x and r., so that both the

equations

4x_y+2
5x+5=2y

are true-

r+1 2v 5'

:+i
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Pohs of

For this, let's write the first equation as

Y=4x-2
We can then write 4x - 2 in place ofr in the second equation.

This gives.

5x+5=2(4x-2)

Simplifying this, we get

3x=9

and fiom this, we find

x=3
Now we can find

Y:4r-2=10

Thus the fraction in question is

In the first two examples if we take together the two facts
given, then we can write an equation with a single letter at the

beginning itself. (Try!) Can we do that in the third example?

Nou try these problems. According Lo your convenience. 1ou
can start with a single equation with one letter or a pair of
equations with two letters.

. The number of girls in a class is 4 more than the number

ofboys. On a day when only 8 boys were absent, the

number ofgirls were double the number ofboys. How
many girls and boys are there in that class?

. The price ofa table and a chair together is 2500 rupees.

The price of3 tables and 4 chairs ofthis kind is 8000

rupees. What is the price of each?

. Manu is 4 years younger than Mridula. 4 years back,

Mridula's age was one and a half times Manu's age"

What are their ages now?

. Thomas deposited 7000 rupees in all in two banks"

The rate ofinterest is 8% in one bark and 1 1% in the

other. After a year, he got 680 rupees as interest from
both banks together. How much did he deposit in each

bank?

m.

Math and reality

A rectangle of perimeter l0 rnetres is to
be made. The length should be 5.5metres
more than the breadth.

What should be the length and breadth?

Denoting the breadth by x, the length
should be x + 5.5. Since the perimeter
should be l0 metres, we must have

jr+(-x+5.5)=

which means

2r + 5.5 = 5

This gives

2x = 0.5

.r = 0.25

This can't be right! How can the length
of a rectangle be a negative number?

What this means is that we cannot draw
a rectangle satisfying these two
conditions.

Inthis problem, had we denoted the length
and breadth by x and y, then using the
given facts, we would have got the
equations

-r+Y=5

,y .r - 5.5

We can immediately see that there are

no positive numbers for which both these

are true. (The sum ol two positive
numbers cannot be smaller than their
difference, right?)

t0 _
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Integers

The difference oftwo numbers is 9.

How do you write this in algebra?

x-Y=9
We can find as many numbers as we wan

for which this is true. (How?)

Now look at this problem: in a two
number, the difference ofthe digits is 9.

If we denote the digits as x and y, we

the equation above. But in this problem,

we know something more about th
numbers r andy. Since they are the

ofa number, they are integers between

and 9. So, we must have x = 9 an

v - 0. Thus the number is 90.

Unification

From the two facts given in a problem, we can form two
equations with two letters. How do we find the numbers for
which both these equations are true?

Use both the equations to form a single equation with only
one letter and then find the number for which this true, right?

Look at this problem:

The price of2 pens and 3 notebooks is 29 rupees; for
2 pens and 5 notebooks, it is 43. What is the price of
each?

Denoting the price ofa pen by.r and the price ofanotebook
byy, we can use the givenpieces ofinformation to form the

equations

2x+3Y=29

Lr+5Y-{3
Now these are to be combined to a single equation with only
one letter. For that, as we have done emlier, we have to isolate

one letter from one ofthese equations. For example, from the

first equation we get

2x=29-3v
and then from this

' - |<zo 3y)

Now in the second equation, we can write \ tzo -sy| in

place ofx to get

1

2> 1(29-3ytt 5y=43

We can simpli$,this a]d frndy(Tryrtt;.

[i+: ,"..i:



Poirs of

There's an easier way. Look at the given facts once more.

Why did the total price jump from 29 to 43 ?

Because 2 more notebooks were bought, right? So, the rise

in price is due to these 2 note books. In other words, the

price oftwo notebooks is 43 - 29 = 14 rupees. So, the price

ofa notebook is 7 rupees.

Now using the hrst fact, we can find that the price of2 pens is

29 - (3 x 7)=$ lvpees and so the price ofapen is 4 rupees.

Thus this problem can be done without the help ofalgebra.

Anyr'vay, let's write down the algebra ofour thoughts. To find
the price of2 notebooks, we subtracted 29 from 43. By the

equations we wrote at fllst,

2x + 3Y =))
2x+5y--43

So, subtracting 29 from 43 is the same as subtracting 2r + 3y

from2x + 5y.

That is,

(2x + 5y) - (2x + 3y) = 43 - 29,

Simplifiing this, we get

2Y - t+'

from which we get

/=7
Now, from the first equation, we can find

2x -- 2e - 3y -24 - (3 x 7) - 8

and this gives

x=4

Let's look at another problem:

The price of 3 pencils and 4 pens is 26 rupees. The

price of 6 pencils and 3 pens is 27 rupees. What is the

price ofeach?

Diophantine equations

Equations with the condition that the
solutions should be integers are called
Diophantine equations. We have
mentioned the Greek mathematician
Diophantus in the Class 8 textbook.

Long before Diophantus, such equations
were discussed in thelndiut sulbasutra.
In the later ages, the Indian
mathematicians Aryabhata and
Brahmagupta have discussed methods to
find solutions to complicated equations
ofthis type.

isrl



Unsolvable equations

have talked about Pl,thagorean triples
in Class 8. If the sum of the squares of

natural numbers is again a square of
natural number, such as

32+42-5'?

5':+ l2r = 13':

these three numbers together form a

agorean triple. Tn other ra ords.
triples are solutions to the

eqtatlon x2 + 1P = 72 .

imilarly. are there natural numbers lor
hich ;rr + fi = zt1 How about
+)/=/?

answer is no. In shod, for any natural

umber n greater than 2, there are no

atural numbers.r, H z for which
+ f - z" . This was first stated by the

rench mathematician Pierre de Fermat
1637 .

Fer]nat

mathematicians tried in vain to prove

is for more than three centuries. Finally
is was proved by the English

Andrew Wiles in 1994.

Andrelv Wiles

First let's see whether this can be done in head. Here, the rise

in price inthe second instance is not because ofbuying more

ofjust one thing (as in the first problem). So, things are not
that easy.

If the number of pencils or pens was the same in both
equations, we could have used our first trick. Can we make it
so?

From the first fact, we can find the price of6 pencils and 8

pens. The number ofpencils is to be doubled and the number

ofpens is also tobe doubled; we need only double the price
also. In other words, the price of6 pencils and 8 pens is

2 x 26 - 52 rupees.

Now using this and the second fact given inthe problem, we
can find (as in the first problem) the price of 5 pens as

52 - 2'7 -25 rupees . From this, we get the price of a pen as

5 rupees. Now we can also find the price ofa pencil as 2

rupees. (How?)

Let's see how these arguments can be briefly presented in
algebraic language. Denoting the price ofapencil byx and

the price ofa pen byy, we can translate the given facts into
equations. For convenience in referring to them later, we can

number them as (1) and (2).

(1)

(2)

3x + 4y -26
6x+3y-27

Equation (1) says the number 3x + 4y is 26. So, twice
3.lr + 4y is twice 26. In other words

2(3x+4y)-2x26.

Simplifying, this becomes

(r) 6x+8y=J2

We say that Equation (3) is got bymultiplying Equation (1)

bv 2.

Now, using Equation (3) and Equation (2), we get

(6x t 8yt - l6x t 3y1 = 52 21

tCan you explain?) Simplifring this. we ger



Poirs of

5Y=zs

We can say that this is got by subtracting Equation (2) from

Equation (3). From this we find

(4) l=5
Using Equation (4) and Equation ( 1 ), we also get

3x+(4x5)=)$
which on simplification gives

x =2
Here's anotherproblem:

. There are two cans, one large and one small. The small

can filled hve times and the large can filled two times

together give 20 litres. The small can filled two times

and the large can filledthree times give only 19 litres.

How much does each can contain?

Ifwe denote the capacity ofthe small can as x litres and the

capacity ofthe large can asy litres, we can write the given

facts as the pair ofequations,

5x+2y=20

2x+3y=19

We must hnd the numbers x and v for which both these are

true.

As in the first problem, ifw.e want 2:r in Equation (1) also,

then we must multiply it by ! ; on the other hand, if we want

5x in Equation (2 ) also. then we must multiply it Uy j.w.

can proceed to find the answer either way. (Try!)

There is a way to do this without ffactions. We can get 1 0:r in
both equations ; multiply Equation ( 1 ) by 2 and Equation (2)

by 5. What do we get then?

(3) 10x + 4y: 40

(1)

(2)

Operations on equations

very equation says that two numbers are

For example, the meaning of the
2x+3y-5 is that on muhiplying

numberx by2, multiplying the number
by 3 and adding the products, we get 5.

So, what do we get on multiplying the
umber 2x + 3y by 4? 4 x 5 = 20, right?

is, 8x + 12.1, = 20

multiplying the numbers on either
ofany equation bythe same number,

get another equation; and this new
ion would be true for all numbers

br which the original equation is true.

in. lor any two numbers x and y lor
both the equations

7r + lu = 5

4x-51t=l
true, we would have

(2.:c + 3y) + (4.x - 5y)= J 1 7

1S,

61 2Y- 12

by adding the numbers on each side

ftwo equations. we get a new equation;
d this would be hue for all numbers for
ich both the originalequations are true.

ir'l



Chinese math

We have seen some techniques of
two numbers, about which two diffi
relations are known. If more than two
unknown numbers are involved, then we

need more pieces of information.

The first discussion ofsuch problems

rechniques lor solving them is seen in

Chinese textjiu zhang suan shu,meant
"The Nine Chapters On the Mathematical

Art". It is composed by several generati

of scholars from the tenth century to th

first century BC-

The first indications of the techni
Gauss developed later for solvingprob

involving several unklown numbers

be seen in this work.

So you won't tell me your
mafus? You don't have a

chancel Here's our Jiu Zhang
Uncle from China, to find it out!

(4) 10x + 15y = !J
Now subtracting Equation (3) from Equation (4), we get

and this gives

\ly = 55

Using this in Equation ( 1), we get

5r + 10 - 20

x=2

Thus the capacity ofthe small can is 2 litres and the capacity

ofthe large can is 5 litres.

Now trythese problems on your ov"n:

Some autorikshaws and bikes are parked in a place.

There are 19 in all. The total number ofwheels is 45.

How many ofeach vehicle are there?

Four times a number added to thrice another number
gives 43. Twice the second number, subtracted from
thrice the first gives 1 1 . What are the nunbers?

The sum ofthe digits ofa two-digit number is 1 1 . Ifthe
digits ofthe number are interchanged, we get a number

which 27 more than the original number. What is the

number?

From the middle of a square, a small square is cut off.
The area ofthe resulting figure is 65 square centimetres

and the sum of the lengths of all its edges is 52

centimetres. What is the length ofa side ofthe original

square and the square cut off?

A particle travelling along a straight line starts with a
velociry ofr metres per second and its speed increases

per second by rl metres. The particle travels 10 metres

in 2 seconds and 28 metres in 4 seconds. Find I and a.

(lfthe distance travelled in I seconds is s metres. then

and this gives

1-
1at \
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